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Review
Your Coverage

With today’s increasing construction costs, now is a good time to review
your homeowner’s insurance to be sure you are adequately covered in
the event of a loss. Contact your agent for a free review of your coverage.

Brookings | De Smet | Huron
www.DakotalandCommunityInsurance.com | 800.257.7353
Dakotaland Community Insurance is a separate entity from Dakotaland Federal Credit Union
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RYAN GOEHNER
President | CEO

Technology Changes
Many individuals are still impacted in some way from COVID. Over the last 14 months, technology played
a huge part in allowing Dakotaland to continue to serve our members. It gave members the ability to
check their balances electronically, make loan payments, transfer money, deposit checks remotely, apply
for loans online and much more without leaving their homes.
Technology has provided many tools and resources that impact our daily lives. Take a minute to stop and
think about what you are doing every day because of changes in technology.
Have you ever:
• Purchased an item through a mobile app
• Asked Google for directions
• Video chatted with a family member or friend
• Watched a YouTube video to learn something new
It is amazing to think everything we can now do on a smart phone. Imagine how different it would be if we
did not have them. Over time, technology has changed allowing us to do many more things conveniently
and faster.
Dakotaland is excited to announce that we will be making some technology changes later this summer.
This will include a new online platform, mobile app, bill pay and a person to person payment method.
We understand with all changes, there comes challenges, hurdles, and new things to learn. Be on the
lookout in the upcoming months for news and information on these changes and what you can do to
best utilize our newest technology.
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The time has come for Camila and Cruz to join the
rest of the family at Dakotaland Federal Credit Union
— Rey Colon

Proud Father & Huron Branch Member

Greatest Gift
The

DREW WEINREIS

Member Service
Development Specialist

With graduation season upon us, we take this opportunity to congratulate the Class of 2021. Hundreds of our
credit union members are proudly wearing their cap and gowns and preparing to celebrate their academic
achievements. It is also a time when, as a parent, guardian or adult influence over a graduating senior, we
reflect on how well we have prepared them for the next chapter of their lives. We hope we have given them
the tools and experiences they will need to be successful.
At Dakotaland, we take great pride in being a resource to our young members. We know it takes more than
a piggy bank to prepare our kids to be fiscally responsible adults, but it is the right place to start. We have
learned one of the greatest gifts we can give the next generation is knowledge. The education a child learns
from gradually utilizing their credit union will help them transition into managing larger life decisions.

That piggy bank becomes the deposit into their savings account, which leads to:

making their
own LOAN
PAYMENTS

taking out
their FIRST
CAR LOAN

balancing their
FIRST CHECKING
ACCOUNT

investing in
their first
CERTIFICATE OF
DEPOSIT

buying their
FIRST HOME
managing their
FIRST CREDIT
CARD

financing their
COLLEGE
EDUCATION

and the
LIST GOES ON

You may not be around to help them with all of these ‘firsts’, but their credit union will. Life is hard and it’s harder
for those who have never learned to manage money. There is no need to wait until they are graduating from
high school to teach them these fundamental skills. Let’s give our kids the benefit of a head start. See one of
our member service representatives about how we can help. It is truly one of the greatest gifts we can give.
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A Heart Knows

Where Home Is
“One of my most favorite memories of the house I
grew up in is laying on the living room floor in the sun
looking out the bay window at our cows,” Kelbi smiled
fondly as she shared. She also recalls the house
being where all her friends would hang out and her
mom would make it a mission to feed everyone who
walked through the door. It’s reasons like these and
so many more why Miss Dean was drawn to the idea
of returning to South Dakota and owning her childhood
home. “Knowing my kids could someday make those
same great memories in this house would make me
very happy,” explained Kelbi.

obviously effective none the less.

After college graduation, Kelbi’s career choices led her
to Nebraska, which she says was a great experience
and liked living in the Corn Husker State, but her heart
never left South Dakota. Kelbi will proudly tell you she
is the 8th generation in her family to call Sanborn
County home and hoped she would someday return.
Austin, who had made tracks back home after college,
was anxious to see her return as well. He had bigger
plans and needed to get her to change her area code
back to 605 for his pending marriage proposal to be
successful. As the stars and moon sometimes align,
This is more than just a story about the purchase of a Kelbi was surprised with a Cargill career opportunity
family home. Let me introduce you to Kelbi Dean and in a territory that landed her where she wanted to be….
Austin Messmer, soon to be Mr. and Mrs. Messmer back in SD and sharing the same zip code with Austin.
according to their pending August wedding date. Kelbi As much as Austin loved working with the cattle, sheep
is from Artesian and Austin
On a soggy Tuesday morning I drove to Woonsocket to interview a young
from Wessington Springs. They
couple who had recently gotten their mortgage through Dakotaland. Their
knew each other in high school,
story was of interest as it involved the purchase of a dearly loved childhood
but the romance actually began
home by first time home buyers. Little did I know my dreary, drizzling day was
in the ‘meat room’ on the South
about to rain down some beautiful small–town sunshine.
Dakota State University campus
			
— Dawn Mutchelknaus | VP of Marketing
where they both earned their
Ag Business degrees. Not the
most likely place to meet your future spouse, but
and crops on his family farm outside of Wessington
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now versus later. Even though Kelbi’s dad
is in the real estate business and was
able to help Austin and Kelbi navigate
through the process, the first-time home
buyers wanted to learn it for themselves.
“Working with James at Dakotaland
was a very good experience. He kept
the process on schedule, and we were
ready to move in even before my parents
were ready to move out,” declared Kelbi.
The young couple have already begun
to invest in some cattle and sheep to
populate their new nest. As their future
unfolds and they make their house a
home, Austin and Kelbi continue to feel
strongly about their ag roots and small–
town upbringing. Austin is an Assistant
Coach with the Blackhawks and Kelbi
is the first to take on the challenge of
a local fundraiser for a good cause.
“We love the idea of being a part of a
community where people take care of
each other,” concluded Kelbi.

First time home owners, Kelbi Dean and Austin Messmer make August wedding plans.

Springs, his older brother had planned to take over the
business. Austin new he would be looking for his own
opportunities, which brought him to Woonsocket for an
exciting new career as an Agent with Hegg Insurance.
In the meantime, Kelbi’s parents, Justin and Lori Dean,
had made the decision to build a new home making
the homestead available. This immediately perked
the interest of the newly engaged couple. “We are just
two small town ag kids who value the farm life and
the closeness of family so having the chance to own
my childhood home was almost too good to be true,”
explained Kelbi.
The cost of renting and the low mortgage interest rates
are what prompted them to pursue a home purchase

Kelbi and Austin
made my job easy.
They were great to work with
and the chance to finance a
childhood home was a

truly special
opportunity.

JAMES SALINAS

Mortgage Loan Officer
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Smoke
When the

Cleared

“It isn’t until the smoke cleared and they tell
you your home is a total loss, does the reality
of losing everything, hit you the hardest,”
explained Jennifer Huehl of Huron, SD.

Jennifer Huehl
Assistant VP of Teller Operations

25 Years of Service | Huron South Branch

It was Sunday, May 3, 2020. Jennifer recalls it being
a day like any other day. She had just returned from
taking her granddaughter home after spending the
weekend with her and her husband, Kurt. It was about
6 o’clock in the evening and they were sitting on the
front porch of their home they had owned for the past
seven years discussing dinner plans. It was then their
neighbor came running over saying, “your back deck
is on fire.” Kurt ran for the fire extinguisher, but at that
point the fire had ignited the propane tank to the grill.
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While Jennifer was on the phone with 911, she heard
an explosion. The propane cylinder shot gas into the
kitchen and the flames followed. It wasn’t long before
the house began to fill with smoke.
Taking a quick inventory, Jennifer’s teenage son, and
only child living at home, was at work and both family
dogs were outside in the yard. Other than belongings,
there was no reason to risk entering the now burning
structure, so their attention turned to items close to
the house, which included their camper parked in the

driveway. The Huehl’s neighbors jumped into action and helped Kurt hook up the camper, pulling it a safe
distance away.
As the wind picked up, Kurt and Jennifer stood across the street watching local fire units battle to save their
home.“A moment I will never forget is a fire fighter bringing me a charred framed photo of my mom that hung in
the stairway,” shared Jennifer. Her mother
had passed away in 2010. Neighbors,
friends, and even the Red Cross arrived
on the scene to offer help and support.
The outpouring was remarkable. Jennifer
recalls the temperature dropping as the
sun went down and her feet getting cold,
“A dear friend of mine noticed I was wearing
sandals and she literally gave me the shoes
and socks she was wearing”.
Yet another friend, took the initiative to
call the Huehl’s agent at Dakotaland
Community Insurance, and a claim was filed
that very evening. It was later discovered
the fire was started by sparks from an
extension cord in the back yard. “Our
insurance agent and carrier were great to
work with, but we quickly learned we were
under insured for what we had to replace,”
admitted Jennifer. Some items, covered
by insurance or not, are not replaceable.
Jennifer confessed she can never replace
her kids scrapbooks and the loss of her
over 100 snow globe collection made up
of gifts and keepsakes from decades of
holidays and vacations.
The family spent the next two weeks in a
hotel as they took inventory and began to
‘rebuild’ their lives. The outpouring from
the community continued with donations
The Huehl family watches helplessly as firefighters try to save their home from a devastating fire.
of food, toiletries, clothing, gift cards and
household items. “We can’t thank everyone enough. Coworkers and friends organized fundraisers and even a
poker run, which donated monies matched by Modern Woodmen. Several local businesses reached out to us
with discounts and assistance to help replace what we had lost,” she added gratefully.
Thanks to the fact the family’s camper was saved, it served as ‘home’ to the Huehls for the next two months, at
which point they were able to secure a rental property. It was a temporary fix, but it gave Kurt and Jennifer time
to secure a low interest construction loan with Dakotaland Federal Credit Union and they begin making plans to
rebuild. By the end of July the remains of the burned structure had been removed and the construction of their
new home had begun on the existing lot. After a very long year, the Huehls moved into their new home on April 1st.
“My youngest son graduates from high school this spring and in preparing for that event you are reminded of
how many photos and keepsakes you can’t recover, but I have my family, great friends and I live in a community
that cares. I can’t really ask for much more,” concluded Jennifer.
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Our E*Teller provides all of the
features today’s online users
expect, including the ability to
review accounts, view account
history, transfer funds, make loan
payments and schedule transfers.
You can expect this enhanced
service to continue to be the primary
connection between you and your
financial business within the credit
union.
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Our Mobile Deposits turns your smart
phone into a deposit—making device.
Members can make mobile deposits
anywhere, anytime for easy funds
availability. You are notified of valid
deposits. This convenient feature
compliments our mobile banking
services and also increases the
safety of electronic money transfer.

Improved

ELECTRONIC

Coming Soon
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Electronic Bill Pay is a smart choice.
You can easily set up merchants,
choose from flexible payment
scheduling options, request alerts
and more. The unique new features
put you in control of managing the
payment of monthly bills and invoices
for one–time or regularly scheduled
payments.
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By downloading the Dakotaland
Federal Credit Union app to your
mobile device, you can stay informed
about your finances and make critical
transactions while on the move.
You can expect to see complete
functionality, including bill payments,
mobile deposits, ATM and branch
location services and much more.

Person to Person

PAYMENTS
Coming Soon

Pay It Safe with Zelle®. It's a fast and free way to send and receive money with the people you know and trust
and it's coming to Dakotaland. You will find Zelle® as one of the newest features of Dakotaland's improved
online banking app rolling out this summer. Send and receive money directly to and from your account, even
if the other person uses a different bank or credit union.
Whether you’re settling up IOUs or splitting the cost of takeout, you can send money to someone you trust in
minutes directly to their bank account with Zelle®.

3 EASY STEPS
• ACCESS Zelle®
Get started by enrolling your email or mobile number in Zelle® on Dakotaland's new mobile banking app
available in July. No need to download an additional app.
• PICK A PERSON TO PAY
Enter the preferred email address or mobile number of the recipient. You can send money to almost anyone
you know and trust with an account in the United States.
• CHOOSE THE AMOUNT
Enter the amount to send. Your recipient gets a notification explaining how to complete the payment, simply
and quickly.
Your money travels safely from the minute you hit send to the minute it hits their bank account. Straight from
you to them. So you get peace of mind and so does your recipient. Stay tuned for more information on how
you can access the latest in 'person to person payment' technology coming soon to your credit union.
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Rates as Low as

2.75%
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apr*

No Payments for

apr*Win

Free

60 DAYS FUEL
www.DakotalandFCU.com
800.440.6573
*annual percentage rate
Offer Ends July 31, 2021

Things I Wish I Had Known
Before My House Fire

By Jennifer Huehl

Fire travels much faster than you think. Within minutes the flames and smoke had taken
over the main floor of our home. You think you will have time to save important papers, a
laptop or pictures but, the truth is there wasn’t time to save anything.
Get your fire claim filed right away. Don’t wait. We were lucky someone did this for us
the night of our fire, which set the wheel’s in motion and got us the immediate assistance
we needed.
Most coverages allow for an advance. When our home caught fire, there wasn’t time to
collect our personal belongings. We had no cash or a credit card to even buy a toothbrush
or get a hotel room. The advance was a life saver.
Keep track of all your expenses. Our policy covered the majority of our living expenses
while we were without a home, but to access that coverage, we had to produce proof,
such as receipts, for all our expenses.
Take regular inventory of your home. When we returned to our house to account for all our
possessions, it was nearly impossible. The fire had destroyed so much. It was extremely
difficult to remember what was in every closet and every drawer. I learned a quick video
of a walk through our house every six months would have been time well spent.
Get valuables appraised. The loss of jewelry, family heirlooms and antiques are only valuable if you can prove it. We lost items that could not be replaced, but we also lost items
we couldn’t prove were valuable.
Have a backup plan for your pets. We had two small house dogs who were affected by
the loss of our home as well. It is important you have a safe place for them to stay and
someone to care for them at a time like this.
Review your homeowners policy. We really didn’t know a lot about our insurance policy
until we were in the middle of a fire claim. That is not the time to be surprised by what is
covered and what is not.
It’s a seriously long process. About the time you think you are finally done with all the
phone calls, visits, paperwork, inventory, expenses, bills, etc., there will be more. It’s your
insurance company’s job to handle your claim quickly and get it closed, but don’t get in a
hurry. Once your claim is closed, it can be difficult, if not impossible to reopen.
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Check out our
new Facebook series

Where You'll
Find Me

Introducing...

where the faces of Dakotaland
share their passions and purpose

RACHEL DIX

MAY

27 | Sno Kones & Hot Dogs

5PM — 7PM Baseball Field | Woonsocket

29 – 31 | CLOSED

In Observance of Memorial Day

JUNE

2 | Parking Lot Party

5PM — 7PM Corner of Jay & 6th | Aberdeen

9 | Volga Member Fest

5PM — 7PM 99 Caspian Ave | Volga

10 | De Smet Member Fest

5PM — 7PM 108 US Hwy 14 W | De Smet

11 | Brookings Member Fest
11:30AM — 1:30PM 2423 6th St | Brookings

15 | Madison Member Fest

5PM — 7PM 1004 S Washington Ave | Madison

16 | Redfield Member Fest

5PM — 7PM 509 N Main St | Redfield

23 | Huron Member Fest

5PM — 7PM 1371 Dakota Ave S | Huron

JULY

1 | Sponsor Stock Car Races & Fireworks
7PM – 11PM Dakota State Fair Speedway | Huron

3 – 5 | CLOSED

In observance of 4th of July

AUGUST

3 | Sno Kones at National Night Out
5PM — 7PM Campbell Park | Huron

12 | Family Night in the Park
7PM Campbell Park | Huron

18 | Rockin’ the Block

5PM — 7PM 1101 9th Ave Se | Watertown

SEPTEMBER

6 | Dakota Star Competition Finals

5PM Freedom State at the SD State Fairgrounds | Huron
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Newest Member of the Board of Directors
Rachel Dix is a graduate of Presentation College
of Aberdeen, SD where she earned her Bachelor
of Science in Management and minor in Finance.
As the Home Ownership Coordinator for Homes Are
Possible, Inc., she teaches home buyer education
sessions that promotes home ownership in
northeastern South Dakota. Rachel’s energetic
nature and love of learning is shared during her
interactive sessions.
Additionally, Rachel is the Executive Officer for the
Aberdeen Home Builders Association, and she
enjoys meeting and collaborating with individuals
and businesses across the state. She is an active
community member who supports the growth
of northeastern South Dakota. In this position,
Rachel has attended and hosted multiple meetings
with city, state and national delegation. She was
awarded the National Association of Home Builders’
2019 Small Office Honor and most recently was
appointed as the Executive Officer Liaison for the
NAHB Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Taskforce.
As an active Aberdeen Chamber of Commerce as
a member, she works closely with the Community
Affairs Committee and was awarded the Chamber’s
2020 Emerging Leader Award. She is also a
member of the Aberdeen Area Realtors Association
promoting home ownership. She and her husband,
Nathan, reside in Aberdeen with their fur-children.
Rachel’s hobbies are hunting, fishing and hiking
with her dogs.

Don’t Let Things

PILE UP

Call Today About All of Our

BOOKKEEPING AND PAYROLL SERVICES
FINANCIAL SERVICES

LLC

1371 Dakota Avenue South, Suite 100| Huron, SD 57350
www.DakotalandFS.com | info@dakotalandfs.com | 605.353.8777
Dakotaland Financial Services, LLC. is a separate entity from Dakotaland Federal Credit Union.

BUILD
beyond the blueprint

CONSTRUCTION & HOME IMPROVEMENT

2.90
loan rates as low as

%
apr*

*apr

FIND US

on Facebook at

Dakotaland Home
Lending Team
www.DakotalandFCU.com | 800.440.6573
*annual percentage rate | NMLS # 657864

